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This thematically organized reader provides
authentic selections on contemporary topics such as
education, the rights and responsibilities of smokers,
and the state of the environment to promote
community awareness and stimulate discussion and
debate.
Everything educators need to know to enhance
learning for ESL students This unique teacher timesaver includes scores of helpful, practical lists that
may be reproduced for classroom use or referred to
in the development of instructional materials and
lessons. The material contained in this book helps
K-12 teachers reinforce and enhance the learning of
grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and writing
skills in ESL students of all ability levels. For easy
use and quick access, the lists are printed in a
format that can be photocopied as many times as
required. A complete, thoroughly updated glossary at
the end provides an indispensable guide to the
specialized language of ESL instruction.
Get REA's newly updated grammar guide and
workbook for intermediate and advanced ESL
learners. This second edition is ideal for self-guided
study or as a supplement to your ESL coursebook. If
you're an ESL student who would like to make
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English a part of your everyday life, ESL Grammar:
Intermediate and Advanced is for you.The book is for
anyone with a basic command of English grammar
and vocabulary who wants to build their fluency and
confidence. You will find this study guide and
workbook to be an excellent resource that you can
use as a supplement to your coursebook or on its
own, whether you’re at home, in school, or on the
job. This new second edition expands the book’s
thorough coverage of the important intermediate and
advanced grammar topics, with handy usage tips
and easy-to-follow practice exercises in every
section. The book has been enriched with current
topics and examples designed to help you increase
your fluency on your journey to mastering English as
it’s spoken by native speakers. We’ve included the
most commonly confused words (including soundalikes) to help you avoid the top mistakes English
learners make. We show you how word
families—groups of words formed from the same
base or root word—will help you grow your
vocabulary and understand what words mean even
before you look them up in a dictionary. Many
English words are borrowed from other world
languages. This book will show you how to have fun
with useful “loanwords” while you improve your
vocabulary. We've added a new chapter on
“Technology in Our Life Today.” Here you will find
clear definitions of frequently used computer and
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technology terms to help you communicate
effectively in today’s digital world. Whether you’re in
school, managing a household, or looking for a job to
advance your career, this book will help you take
command of English and express yourself with
precision. Be sure to look for the companion volume,
ESL Writing: Intermediate and Advanced, also by
Mary Ellen Muñoz Page.
Presents an introduction to grammar along with a
variety of exercises for English language learners.
A study guide to English grammar that contains
detailed explanations of concepts, along with
exercises and answers.
This practical and research-based introduction to
current and effective English grammar instruction
gives pre-service and in-service teachers and
teacher educators a strong foundation for teaching
second language grammar and helps them develop
their professional knowledge and skills. Written in a
highly readable style for an international audience, it
provides a thorough and rounded overview of the
principles, strategies, techniques, and applications
currently dominant in teaching L2 grammar in a
range of instructional settings around the world.
Chapter authors are world-class authorities in
grammar and grammar teaching and learning. All
chapters are based on theoretical frameworks and/or
research foundations with a strong emphasis on
practical applications and implications for classroom
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teaching, and highlight teaching methods, key
concepts, and terminology associated with grammar
instruction. Illuminating the options and choices in
grammar teaching from a contemporary perspective,
Teaching English Grammar to Speakers of Other
Languages is ideal as key text for students in
undergraduate and graduate MA-TESOL programs
and as a resource for practicing ESL/EFL teachers,
teacher educators, and teaching faculty.
Want to make your classes awesome and cut review
lesson prep time in half? You need 39 ESL Review
Games and Activities for Kids (6-13). Many of your
students think that review classes are boring and with
good reason. They often are! But, they don't have to be!
Effective review games and activities are a valuable
teaching tool because language is learned mainly
through repetition. However, finding good review
activities takes time, a scarce resource for most
teachers. That's what makes 39 ESL Review Games so
valuable. It helps your students review English grammar
and vocabulary while reducing prep time, so you can
focus on other important teaching tasks. This book will
make your classes awesome and will save you time,
guaranteed. If you want some fun, engaging, and useful
review games and activities that your students will love,
39 ESL Review Games and Activities for Kids (6-13) is
for you!!
Grammar for Great Writing is a three-book series that
focuses on the key grammatical and lexical elements
learners need to become more powerful academic
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writers. Ideal for the grammar component of a writing
and grammar class, Grammar for Great Writing may be
used as a companion to the Great Writing series or in
conjunction with any academic writing series. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Master English grammar through hands-on exercises
and practice, practice, practice Now with digital support!
Continuing the success of the bestselling Practice Makes
Perfect series, Practice Makes Perfect: Intermediate
English Grammar for ESL Learners embraces all aspects
of English grammar that you need to advance your
English-language skills. This practical, insightful book
helps you in understanding how and why certain
grammar elements are used. With help from this book,
you will move beyond the basics and master the
subtleties that come naturally to native speakers. This
second edition provides you with invaluable digital tools
to ensure mastery of the content. Features: New
flashcards with multiple-choice review exercises pinpoint
areas of difficulty Example sentences that illustrate and
clarify each grammatical point An answer key for all
exercises in the book
'I applaud the authors for this sizeable undertaking, as
well as the care exercised in selecting and sequencing
topics and subtopics. A major strength and salient
feature of this volume is its range: It will serve as a key
reference tool for researchers working in L2 composition
and in allied fields.' – John Hedgcock, Monterey Institute
for International Studies Synthesizing twenty-five years
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of the most significant and influential findings of
published research on second language writing in
English, this volume promotes understanding and
provides access to research developments in the field.
Overall, it distinguishes the major contexts of English L2
learning in North America, synthesizes the research
themes, issues, and findings that span these contexts,
and interprets the methodological progression and
substantive findings of this body of knowledge. Of
particular interest is the extensive bibliography, which
makes this volume an essential reference tool for
libraries and serious writing professionals, both
researchers and practitioners, both L1 and L2. This book
is designed to allow researchers to become familiar with
the most important research on this topic, to promote
understanding of pedagogical needs of L2 writing
students, and to introduce graduate students to L2
writing research findings.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and
you will need paper and a pencil to complete the
exercises. We may all speak the same language, but
getting to grips with grammar is the ultimate challenge.
You could be puzzled by prepositions, confused by
comparatives, or muddled over modals. Thankfully, this
complete visual aid to everything in the English language
sets you straight with a clear and concise format for easy
understanding. The rules of English grammar are
beautifully presented with eye-catching illustrations, stepby-step graphics, and straightforward explanations to
help you learn. Suitable for English language learners at
all levels, including experienced English speakers
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looking for a recap of key language points, English for
Everyone: English Grammar Guide covers basic,
intermediate, and advanced grammar. There is no stone
left unturned when it comes to the English language. All
kinds of problems are solved, including tenses, verbs,
adverbs, clauses, superlatives, and questions. You are
encouraged to spot patterns and sequences in language
to see the similarities and develop greater
understanding. After an intensive review, test yourself
with a range of speaking, reading, and writing exercises
to see how far you have come. This essential grammar eguide is part of DK's English for Everyone series, an
exciting and educational self-study course to build up
confidence and fluency. Whether you want to improve
your grammar for school, study, exams (including
TOEFL and IELTS), work, or travel, this is the perfect
reading companion. Series Overview: English for
Everyone series teaches all levels of English, from
beginner to advanced, to speakers of English as a
second language. Innovative visual learning methods
introduce key language skills, grammar, and vocabulary,
which are reinforced with a variety of speaking, reading,
and writing exercises to make the English language
easier to understand and learn. Visit www.dkefe.com to
find out more.
The Grammar Book introduces teachers and future
teachers to English grammatical constructions. This
highly acclaimed text, used both as a course book and
as a grammar reference guide, is suitable for all teachers
of English. What sets it apart from other grammar books
is its unique pedagogical focus: It describes not only how
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each grammatical construction is formed, but also its
meaning and its use. Grammar is seen to be a resource
for making meaning in textually and socially appropriate
ways.

SparkCharts™: The information you need-concisely,
conveniently, and accurately. Created by Harvard
students for students everywhere, these study
companions and reference tools cover a wide range
of college and graduate school subjects, from
Business and Computer Programming to Medicine,
Law, and Languages. They'll give you what it takes
to find success in school and beyond. Outlines and
summaries cover key points, while diagrams and
tables make difficult concepts easier to grasp. This
four-page chart covers: Nouns Articles Adjectives
and Adverbs Pronouns Prepositions and
Conjunctions Sentences Verbs
The engaging, self-guided way to learn how to write
better in English Mastering English grammar can be
a real challenge. But, with a little practice and
patience, you can discover how to communicate
better through self-study in your spare time. The
English Grammar Workbook for Adults is here to
help improve your writing fluency so you can gain
confidence while crafting emails, cover letters,
conducting daily business, and personal
correspondence. No matter your current skill level,
this English grammar workbook has everything you
need to learn essential elements, including nouns,
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verbs, adjectives, adverbs, tenses, and beyond.
Then, you'll apply what you've learned to everyday
situations you could encounter at school, at work,
social situations, creative writing, online, and more.
The English Grammar Workbook for Adults features:
Fun & functional--This clear, concise book is
essential for ESL/EFL and other grammar students
who want to work on writing English. Situational
success--Get expert tips on how grammar applies to
real-world scenarios. Easy to use--Find quick
answers to your English grammar questions using
text boxes and the expanded index in the back of the
book. Learning how to communicate more clearly is
a snap with The English Grammar Workbook for
Adults.
Master ESL (English as a Second Language) Writing
with the study guide designed for non-native
speakers of English. Skill-building lessons relevant
to today's topics help ESL students write complete
sentences, paragraphs, and even multi-paragraph
essays. It's perfect for classroom use or self-guided
writing preparation. DETAILS - Intermediate drills for
improving skills with parallel structure, mood, correct
shifting errors & dangling participles - Advanced
essay drills focusing on narrative, descriptive,
process, reaction, comparison and contrast - Superb
preparation for students taking the TOEFL (Test of
English as Foreign Language)
Covers the basics of English grammar for ESL
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students along with individual exercises, class
discussions, listening exercises, and group projects.
Fourth in a four-level corpus-informed grammar
series that features a unique combination of useful
grammar information written in clear language with
activities that promote more accurate and fluent
writing, speaking, reading, and vocabulary usage.
This book teaches the most common ESL grammar
points in an accessible way through real ESL errors
together with suggested teaching techniques.
Relevant grammar terminology is explained. The
four objectives of this book are to help teachers: (1)
identify common ESL grammar points and
understand the details associated with each one; (2)
improve their ability to answer any grammar question
on the spot (when on the "hot seat"); (3) anticipate
common ESL errors by grammar point, by first
language, and/or by proficiency level; and (4)
develop more effective grammar/language learning
lessons. These objectives are for all teachers,
whether they are teaching grammar directly or
indirectly in a variety of classes -- including a
grammar class, a writing class, a speaking class, an
ESP class, or a K-12 class.
The ELT & Linguistics Dictionary is a companion to the
English language as a second / foreign language study. The
Dictionary is more likely a reference/guide book for ELT
professionals and students who have been taking up
EFL/ESL courses at their graduate and post graduate
education. So it is; Comprehensive: almost 2321 entries
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covering all integrated skills in English language training,
linguistic terms closely related to ELT, EFL, ELL, ESL, ESOL,
FLL, FLT, TEFL, TESL, & TESOL ; Informative: it provides
bibliographies for most of the entries and a wide range of
cross-referencing for more conceptual headwords;
Referential: it gives a hand to the ELT professionals to
understand the concepts more specifically used in ELT
literature with the original definitions from the prolific writers in
the ELT world.
Keys to Teaching Grammar to English Language LearnersA
Practical HandbookUniversity of Michigan Press ELT
Brighter Child English & Grammar for Grade 4 helps students
master language arts skills. Practice is included for parts of
speech, sentence writing, punctuation, proofreading, and
more. School success starts here! Workbooks in the popular
Brighter Child series are packed with plenty of fun activities
that teach a variety of essential school skills. Students will
find help for math, English and grammar, handwriting, and
other important subject areas. Each book contains full-color
practice pages, easy-to-follow instructions, and an answer
key.
A study guide to English grammar that contains explanations,
simple examples, and ample exercises to practice and learn
with an answer key at the back of the book.
An important contribution to the emerging body of researchbased knowledge about English grammar, this volume
presents empirical studies along with syntheses and
overviews of previous and ongoing work on the teaching and
learning of grammar for learners of English as a
second/foreign language. It explores a variety of approaches,
including form-focused instruction, content and language
integration, corpus-based lexicogrammatical approaches, and
social perspectives on grammar instruction. Nine chapter
authors are Priority Research Grant or Doctoral Dissertation
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Grant awardees from The International Research Foundation
for English Language Education (TIRF), and four overview
chapters are written by well-known experts in English
language education. Each research chapter addresses issues
that motivated the research, the context of the research, data
collection and analysis, findings and discussion, and
implications for practice, policy, and future research. The
TIRF-sponsored research was made possible by a generous
gift from Betty Azar. This book honors her contributions to the
field and recognizes her generosity in collaborating with TIRF
to support research on English grammar. Teaching and
Learning English Grammar is the second volume in the
Global Research on Teaching and Learning English Series,
co-published by Routledge and TIRF.
In this highly acclaimed revision, grammatical descriptions
and teaching suggestions are organized into sections dealing
with Form, Meaning, and Use. THE GRAMMAR BOOK,
Second Edition helps teachers and future teachers grasp the
linguistic system and details of English grammar, providing
more information on how structures are used at the discourse
level.

Language description plays an important role in
language learning/teaching because it often determines
what specific language forms, features, and usages are
taught and how. A good understanding of language
description is vital for language teachers and material
writers and should constitute an important part of their
knowledge. This book provides a balanced treatment of
both theory and practice. It focuses on some of the most
important and challenging grammar and vocabulary
usage questions. Using these questions as examples, it
shows how theory can inform practice and how grammar
and vocabulary description and explanation can be made
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more effective and engaging. Part I describes and
evaluates the key linguistic theories on language
description and teaching. Part II discusses and gives
specific examples of how challenging grammar and
vocabulary issues can be more effectively described and
explained; each chapter focuses on one or more specific
grammar and vocabulary. An annotated list of useful free
online resources (online corpora and websites) for
grammar and vocabulary learning and teaching, and a
glossary provide helpful information.
This pack consists of the Basic English Grammar B
Student Book and the Workbook B. Blending
communicative and interactive approaches with tried-andtrue grammar teaching, Basic English Grammar, Third
Edition, by Betty Schrampfer Azar and Stacy A. Hagen,
offers concise, accurate, level-appropriate grammar
information with an abundance of exercises, contexts,
and classroom activities. Features of Basic English
Grammar, Third Edition: Increased speaking practice
through interactive pair and group work. New structurefocused listening exercises. More activities that provide
real communication opportunities. Added illustrations to
help students learn vocabulary, understand contexts,
and engage in communicative language tasks. New
Workbook solely devoted to self-study exercises. New
Audio CDs and listening script in the back of the Student
Book.
Designed for pre-service and novice teachers in ELT,
What English Language Teachers Need to Know
Volumes I, II, and III are companion textbooks organized
around the key question: What do teachers need to know
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and be able to do in order to help their students to learn
English? Thoroughly revised and updated, the second
edition of Volume III explores the contexts for ELT
curricula; explains key processes in curriculum design;
and sets out approaches to curricula that are linguisticbased, content-based, learner centered, and learning
centered. Organized around the three pillars of
teaching—planning, instructing, and assessing—chapters
in the second edition are updated to include current
research and theory to meet the needs of today’s
teachers, and feature new or revised vignettes and
activities. New chapters help teachers understand both
the technological and multilingual approaches that
learners need to succeed today. The comprehensive
texts of this series are suitable resources for teachers
across different contexts—where English is the dominant
language, an official language, or a foreign language; for
different levels—elementary/primary, secondary,
university, or adult education; and for different learning
purposes—general English, workplace English, English
for academic purposes, or English for specific purposes.
"Real Grammar" uses the latest corpus research to show
how 50 grammatical structures are used in speech and
writing. This focus on authentic usage helps students
move past traditional grammar texts and use English
more like native speakers. "Real Grammar" focuses on
the appropriate use of the target structure in fourdifferent
registers (conversations, fiction, newspaper, and
academic writing), with special emphasis on
conversation vs. academic writing. Rich activities varying
from contextualized exercises to discovery and analysis
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help learners understand and use the target grammar.
Fifty independent units provide flexibility for both
teachers and students. The unit can be taught in any
order and fit any curriculum. Speech and writing icons
clearly identify the skill focus in each unit and allow
teachers and students to focus on individualized
teaching and learning goals. "Be Careful" points
emphasize how to avoid typical errors and help students
quickly improve their speaking and writing. "Real
Grammar" is an essential tool for students to study
English as it is used in the real world of conversation,
fiction, newspaper, and academic writing. Click here for
the Answer Key.
"The definitive reference in the field of English language
teaching"-"The Teacher's grammar of English enables English
language teachers and teachers-in-training to fully
understand and effectively teach English grammar. With
comprehensive presentation of form, meaning, and
usage, along with practical exercises and advice on
teaaching difficult structures, it is both a complete
grammar course and an essential reference text."--Back
cover.
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